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Abstract
We present an algebraic method for the equational specication of reactive distributed systems.
We dene a mathematical concept of specications of reactive components in terms of predi-
cates. A component specication is a predicate that describes a set of behaviours. A deterministic
component has exactly one behaviour. A component behaviour is represented by a stream pro-
cessing function. We introduce operations on behaviours and lift them to specications leading
to an algebra of system specications in analogy to the process algebras that provide algebras of
reactive programs. However, in contrast to the purely axiomatic description of process algebras
we use algebraic equations to specify components and not to formalise composition operators.
We show how algebraic system specications can be used as an algebraic and logical basis for
state automata specications and state transition diagrams. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
Keywords: Algebraic speci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1. Introduction
There are many approaches to the formal description and specication of distributed
interactive systems. We follow the idea of functional system modelling by stream
processing functions (for an overview, see [25]) as it is explained in detail for instance
under the keyword FOCUS in [14] or in [6] (for the theoretical background see also
[3, 5]). In FOCUS, the basic idea is to describe the input=output relationship called the
black box behaviour of a system component by specifying predicates that characterise
sets of deterministic behaviours. A deterministic behaviour is represented by a stream
processing function. A stream processing function is a function that yields for a given
input history, represented by streams of messages for all input channels, an output
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history also represented by streams of messages for all output channels. A stream
represents the sequence of messages that is communicated over some channel.
In the following, we extend and complement the functional approach by algebraic
specication concepts. We introduce a number of basic operations on specications.
They enable us to write elegant algebraic equations to formulate and characterise spec-
ications.
Our motivation is to extend the functional approach by concepts and notations that
provide the most simple and suggestive way of writing specications for certain types
of components. Algebraic specication techniques for reactive systems enable us to
describe reactive systems by specifying equations very much along the line of algebraic
specication techniques for data structures.
We show, in particular, the close relationship between nite automata and extended
nite automata and algebraic techniques. Extended nite automata are automata with
a nite control but an innite data space. There are a number of system description
concepts such as state transition diagrams that are used in practice (such as for instance
in SDL, see [24]) that are based on this idea. Our approach provides an algebraic and
logical foundation for these concepts.
There are components for which it is much easier and also more elegant to describe
their behaviour by algebraic equations than by classical predicate logic. We introduce,
in particular, a tuned notation for the algebraic specication of reactive systems.
Our paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briey introduces our basic notion of a
component. Section 3 introduces operations on behaviours called input and output tran-
sitions. Section 4 denes the algebra of specications based on transitions. Section 5
introduces and denes the semantics of recursive equations for specications. Section 6
considers the fundamental forms of compositions for building composed systems.
Section 7 gives the algebraic laws for the algebra of transitions and system composi-
tion operations. Section 8 illustrates the relationship of this algebra to state transition
diagrams. Section 9 outlines an extension of our approach to time-dependent systems.
An appendix repeats the basic notions of streams.
2. Components, interfaces, behaviours, specications
The concept of a component is fundamental in software and systems engineering.
Distributed systems are composed of components that are connected by channels to
exchange information and to cooperate. We use a very simple, but powerful, abstract,
general, mathematical concept of a component.
A component has a syntactic interface that we describe by a family of input channels
as well as a family of output channels. By the channels a component communicates
with its environment. By I we denote the set of input channel identiers and by O
we denote the set of output channel identiers. Each channel has assigned a sort. A
sort is a name for a data set. The sort of a channel indicates which messages are
communicated along this channel.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of component C with sorted and named channels.
For simplicity of notation, throughout the theoretical parts of this paper, all channels
carry messages of the same sort M . An extension to individually sorted channels, which
is used in examples, is straightforward. Fig. 1 shows a component with individually
sorted channels graphically as a data ow node.
Semantically, a component C is represented by a predicate dening a set of determin-
istic behaviours. Given a set K of channels, a communication history for the channels
in K is represented as a valuation that is a mapping K!M!. Here M! denotes the
set of streams over the set M . It is dened by M!=M [M1. It consists of the nite
and innite sequences of elements from M . The concatenation of two sequences s and
t is denoted by s t^. A brief introduction to streams and stream processing functions is
given in the appendix.
A deterministic behaviour of a component with the set of input channels I and the
set of output channels O is represented by a stream processing function
f: (I !M!)! (O!M!)
that maps every input history onto an output history. An input or output history is given
by a valuation of the channels by streams. We assume, in general, that the function f
is prex monotonic and continuous (see Appendix).
A component C is then described by a predicate
C: ((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B
that species a set of deterministic behaviours. C is called a component specication
or a component for short. For simplicity, we identify the notion of a component with
its specication. Given such a component C we denote by In(C) its set I of input
channels and by Out(C) its set O of output channels.
In many applications, it is useful to work with specications that are parameterized.
Mathematically, this means that we deal with a function
Q: ! (((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B)
where  is an arbitrary set. For every element 2 we obtain by Q() a component
specication. We can use this technique to describe systems with states; then the set
 is the state space. Every state  is an element in the state space and determines by
Q() a component specication.
Throughout this paper we write f:x for the function application f(x) whenever
appropriate to avoid unnecessary brackets.
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3. The algebra of behaviour functions
In this section we introduce several operations on the black box behaviours of de-
terministic components. We start with the introduction of a basic operation on streams.
Let x2M! be a stream and m2M be a message. We write
m<x
for the stream hmi ^x that starts with message m and then continues with the stream x.
We extend this notation to nite sequences s2M and write
s < x
for the stream s ^m that starts with the messages in s and continues with the stream x.
We extend this notation also to families of named streams. Let K be a set of names
for streams which we call channels. Let x2K!M! be a family of streams, called
a valuation for K above, with names from the channel set K; c2K be a channel and
m2M be a message. We extend the concatenation dened on streams to valuations
x: K!M! and y: K!M! elementwise by the denition
(x ^y):c=(x:c) ^(y:c):
We specify the family of streams denoted by the expression
c:m<x
by the following equations:
(c:m<x):c0= x:c0 ( c 6= c0;
(c:m<x):c= hmi ^(x:c);
c:m<x= x ( c =2K:
Given the stream processing function
f: (I !M!)! (O!M!)
we dene for messages m2M and input channels c2 I the following expression:
f <c:m:
By this expression we denote the stream processing function that behaves like the
function f on the communication history x2 (I !M!) after we add the message m
as the rst message on channel c to the input x. Formally, this explanation can be
expressed by an equation as follows:
(f <c:m): x=f(c:m<x):
Using -notation we may write an explicit denition:
f <c:m= x:f(c:m<x):
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For every output channel c2O we dene in a similar way the stream processing
function denoted by the expression
c:m<f
as the function that represents the same behaviour as the function f but always adds
the message m as its rst output on channel c to the output produced by the function
f. Again we formalise this explanation by an equation
(c:m<f) : x= c:m< (f:x):
Again we may use -notation and write an explicit denition for the function c:m<f:
c:m<f= x: c:m< (f:x):
The operations on functions introduced here are called input transitions and output
transitions.
Given a stream s we may ask for its rst element by the function ft (let M?=M;[
f?g; here ? serves as a dummy element; it is used to represent partial by total
functions)
ft: M!!M?:
We dene (let m2M; s2M!):
ft:h i=?
ft(m< s)=m
We use also the function
rt: M!!M!
that removes the rst element from a stream as it is expressed by the following two
equations:
rt:h i= h i
rt(m< s)= s
The close relationship between the functions ft and rt is demonstrated by the
formula
hft:si r^t:s= s ( s 6= h i
that describes a canonical decomposition of nonempty streams.
We extend these two functions to functions
ft: C! (C!M!)!M?
rt: C! (C!M!)! (C!M!)
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that work on valuations x: C!M!. They are specied by the equations (let c; c0 2C)
ftc:x=ft(x:c)
(rtc:x):c0= if c= c0 then rt(x:c) else x:c0 
With the help of these functions we can express the logical relations between the
functions involved in the transition equations. If we have for the output channel o2O
the proposition
f= o:e <f0
then by denition
f= x: o:e <f0(x):
Then we have (by  we denote function composition dened by (fg): x= g(f(x)))
f0=frto
which is easily proved as follows
(frto): x
= rto(f(x))
= rto(o:e <f0(x))
= f0(x)
Furthermore we have the equation:
ffto= x: e
which can be shown by a straightforward proof. For the function f0 specied by the
proposition
f=f0 < i:e
by denition we have
f= x: f0(i:e < x)
This means that in contrast to the output transition above we cannot compute the
function f0 from f, since f determines only the behaviour of the function f0 in the
specic case where the input stream x: i on channel i starts with the message e. The
behaviour of the function f0 for all other cases (where the input stream x:i starts
with a message dierent from the element e and is not empty) is therefore completely
independent of the equation above.
With the transition operators introduced so far we can already specify behaviours by
algebraic equations.
Example (Simple Memory Component). A memory is a component that is used to
store data values. It has one input channel i and one output channel o. Let D be a set
of data elements and J denote the request signal. We specify a behaviour
f: (fig! (D[fJg)!)! (fog!D!))
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Fig. 2. State diagram description of the memory component.
for such a component with one input channel i and one output channel o of the sort
M =D[fJg
by the following equations (let e; d2D):
f < i:d< i:J= o:d<f < i:d (Read value equation)
f < i:d< i:e=f < i:e (Write value equation)
By these algebraic equations the behaviour function f is only loosely specied 1 since
nothing is imposed about the behaviour of the function
f < i:J:
A state transition diagram description of a simple memory component is given in
Fig. 2.The node of the state transition diagram denotes a state represented by the
behaviour f < i:d. Each of the equations corresponds to a transition with an input
pattern separated by the symbol \=" from the corresponding output pattern followed
by a statement that species the associated state change. Note that the state of the
component is denoted by f < i:d. Given the function f describing the behaviour of
the noninitialized memory component, the state is essentially determined by the data
element d. A more detailed analysis of the relationship between input=output transitions
and of state transition diagrams will be given in section 8.
The example shows a classical algebraic specication style for the description of
reactive systems.
4. The algebra of specications
A system behaviour is specied by a predicate Q that characterises a set of deter-
ministic behaviours represented by stream processing functions. Formally, we have the
1 A loose specication does not specify the behaviour of a component, in our case the function f, uniquely;
there is a set of functions that fulls the specication.
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following functionality for the component specication Q:
Q: ((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B:
We can think about the predicate Q in the following as specifying a set of functions.
As is well-known, all operations on functions can be extended to sets of functions
and therefore to specications by applying them pointwise to the elements in the set
described by the specication. Following this idea, we write
Q <x:m
for the specication of the set of functions that we obtain from the set of functions
described by the predicate Q by applying the operation f: f <x:m to each of these
functions. This corresponds to the following formal denition of the predicate 2
Q <x:m  f: 9f0 :Q:f0 ^ f=f0 <x:m:
According to this denition the specication
Q <x:m
characterises all behaviours f for which there is a behaviour f0 with Q:f0 such that
f behaves like f0 after it has received the message m on its input channel x.
In analogy we denote by
x:m<Q
the specication (the predicate) characterised by the following equivalence:
x:m<Q  f :9f0 :Q:f0 ^ f= x:m<f0
According to this denition the specication
x:m<Q
characterises all behaviours f for which there is a behaviour f0 with Q:f0 such
that f behaves like the function f0 after producing the message m on the output
channel x.
The functions Q:Q <x:m and Q: x:m<Q dene algebraic operators on specica-
tions. We call these operators input and output transitions, too.
If a component described by a specication has only one input and one output
channel (which need not be named by channel identiers then) we sometimes write
Q <m and m<Q without explicitly referring to the channel. 3
2 We write for predicates P and Q the formula
P  Q
as a shorthand for 8f: P:f , Q:f.
3 This notation can also be used in cases of sorted channels for messages the sorts of which identify the
channel uniquely.
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Our notation of input and output transitions is simply extended from messages m2M
to nite sequences s2M of messages by the following equivalences:
Q < (hmi^ s)  (Q <m)< s
Q < c:(hmi^ s)  (Q <c:m)<c:s
Q < h i  Q <c:hi  Q
where m2M . In analogy, we extend our notation to sequences of output transitions
and write s <Q and c:s <Q respectively.
5. Recursive equations for specications
Using the operators on specications introduced so far we can write axiomatic equa-
tions for specications. Formally, a set of transition equations for the component Q
denes a predicate 	(Q). In general, Q is not uniquely specied by the logical formula
	(Q). Therefore, to associate a uniquely dened component Q with 	, we have to
select a particular component specication for a given 	. How to do this, is the topic
of this section. We show how to associate a specic component with 	. We study
specic predicates 	 that correspond to xpoint equations for Q. Since the set of pred-
icates forms a complete lattice, the treatment of xpoint equations is straightforward
using the -calculus as long as the functions involved are implication monotonic.
Often we are interested in recursive specications for predicates Q using a set of
specifying equations which we abbreviate by
 (Q)
where
 : (((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B)!B:
Let us come back to our example of a simple memory component as an example for
a predicate on specications.
Example (Simple memory component (continued)). We specify the predicate
P: ((fig! (D [ fJg)!)! (fog!D!))!B
by the following equivalences (let e; d2D)
P < i:d< i:J  o:d<P < i:d
P < i:d< i:e  P < i:e
()
These two equation dene a predicate  (P) for any given predicate P.
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The proposition  (P) does not determine P uniquely. There are many dierent pred-
icates P for which  (P) holds. For instance, as pointed out in Section 4, we have not
specied by  (P) anything about the behaviour of the component
P < i:J:
There are therefore many predicates P that full  (P).
If we are interested in a specication of a uniquely determined predicate we may add
further requirements to  (P). One way to extend the description of P to the unspecied
cases is to add the equivalence 4
P < i:J  9d2D: o:d<P < i:d
or more simply the equivalence
P  9d: P < i:d
This equivalence essentially says that the component P is nondeterministically ini-
tialised by any d2D.
Another possibility is to specify that the component
P < i:J
can show any behaviour which means that it behaves in a chaotic way. In other words
we specify (here true stands as a shorthand for f:true)
P < i:J  true ()
If we have a technique to choose the weakest predicate for P that fulls the specifying
equations () then the property () has not to be stated explicitly.
For the purpose of formulating component specications uniquely with the help of
functions  we introduce the following notation. We write
Q: [ (Q)]
for the declaration of the predicate Q that is specied by the following equivalence:
Q:f  9Q0:  [Q0] ^ Q0:f:
By this specication we associate with Q: [ (Q)] the predicate Q that species the set
of behaviours f for which there exists a predicate Q0 fullling  such that Q0:f holds.
4 Adding this equation does not specify P uniquely, since, besides the characteristic predicate for the set
of functions f which full the equations
f< i:d< i:J= o:d<f< i:d;
f< i:d< i:e=f< i:e;
f< i:J= o:d<f< i:d
the specication P  f:false trivally fulls the equations.
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In the following we analyse the properties of predicates Q specied by Q: [ (Q)].
Often we dene  by an equivalence
 (Q)  (Q  [Q])
where
: (((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B)! (((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B)
is a predicate transformer. Given two predicate transformer 1 and 2 we write
[1) 2]
for
8f: 1:f) 2:f
A function  is monotonic with respect to logical implication, formally, if for all
predicates R1 and R2 we have
[R1)R2]) [:R1) :R2]:
If the function  is monotonic  denotes the weakest (with respect to logical impli-
cation; note that true is the weakest and false is the strongest predicate) predicate R
that fulls the xpoint equation R= :R.
Theorem. If  has a weakest xpoint  then the proposition
Q: [ (Q)] , Q  
holds.
Proof. Assume  has a weakest xpoint  and Q is specied by Q: [ (Q)].  is
characterised (for all predicates Q0) by the following two formulas
 []
Q0 [Q0]) (Q0) )
We prove Q) :
Q:f
)fby denition of Qg
9Q0: Q0 [Q0] ^ Q0:f
)fby denition of g
9Q0: Q0 [Q0] ^ (Q0) ) ^ Q0:f
)fby modus ponens and instantiationg
:f
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We prove )Q:
:f
)flaw of existential quantication; denition of g
9Q0: Q0  ^ Q0 [Q0] ^ Q0:f
)fdenition of Qg
Q:f
In general, for a predicate  there exist many predicates Q such that
 [Q]
holds. If  is dened by [Q]Q and  is implication monotonic there exists a weakest
and also a strongest predicate in the set of predicates characterised by  . The decision
to associate with
Q: [ [Q]]
the weakest predicate Q that fulls the specication is motivated by the idea that we
include in the predicate Q only those properties that are implied explicitly by the
predicate transformer  . We illustrate this by our example. We show the connection
between algebraic equations for specications and the recursive denitions of predicates
as used in [8]
Example (Specifying Q by Equations for Functions Versus Specifying Equations).
For Q we consider the denitions
[Q]:f9f0: 8x; y; z: Q:f0 ^ f <x=y <f0 < z
 [Q]  8x; y; z: (Q <xy <Q < z)
Obviously  is monotonic, since Q occurs in a positive form on the left-hand side of
the denition. We have
():f  9Q:  [Q] ^ Q:f:
We prove this formula by showing
(1)  [Q]) (Q) [Q])
(2)  []
From (1) we may conclude (since  is the weakest predicate R with R) [R])
 [Q]) (Q) )
and furthermore (by the rule of existential quantier introduction)
(9Q:  [Q] ^ Q:f) ) ():f:
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From (2) we can conclude (by the rule of the introduction of existential quantiers)
():f)9Q:  [Q] ^   Q ^ Q:f
and we have
():f)9Q:  [Q] ^ Q:f:
Now we prove (2):
(< x):f
 fby denitiong
9f0: ():f0 ^ f=f0 <x
 fby denitiong
9f0: 9f00: ():f00 ^ f0 <x=y <f00 < z ^ f=f0 <x
 fby denitiong
9f00: ():f00 ^ f=y <f00 < z
 fby denitiong
(y << z):f
Proving (1) is simple:
 [Q]
 fby denitiong
8f: 8x; y; z: (9f0: Q:f0 ^ f=f0 <x))9f00: Q:f00 ^ f=y <f00 < z))
^ ((9f00: Q:f00 ^ f=y <f00 < z)) (9f0: Q:f0 ^ f=f0 <x))
)fpredicate logicg
8f0: 8x; y; z: Q:f0)9f00: Q:f00 ^ f0 <x=y <f00 < z
 fby denitiong
Q) [Q]
This example can easily be generalised to sets of equations between specications.
Example (Properties of the weakest solutions and the weakest xpoint). Coming back
to the example above that motivated the introduction of the notation we may specify:
P: [ [P]]
where
 [P]  8d; e2D: P < i:d< i:J  o:d<P < i:d ^ P < i:d< i:e  P < i:e:
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Obviously
 [false]  true
This shows that false (more precisely the specication f: false) is solution of the
equations dening  . Since false is the strongest of all predicates it is also the strongest
solution of  . But this is certainly not what we want to express by P.
Now we construct a weakest solution of the predicate  with the help of a monotonic
predicate transformer . We use a predicate transformer  dened by the equivalence
[Q]:f  9f0: Q:f0 ^ 8d; e2D: f < i:d< i:e=f0 < i:e
^f < i:d< i:J= o:d<f0 < i:d
Obviously  is implication monotonic since Q is used only in a positive way in the
denition of . Therefore the function  has a weakest and a strongest predicate in its
set of xpoints. Let Q by a xpoint of . Then
[Q]  Q:
We obtain
(Q < i:d< i:e):g
 fby denition input=output transitionsg
9f: Q:f ^ g=f < i:d< i:e
 fby denition ofg
9f;f0: Q:f0 ^ 8d; e2D: f < i:d< i:e=f0 < i:e
^f < i:d< i:J= o:d<f0 < i:d
^ g=f < i; : d< i :e
)flogical manipulationg
9f0: Q:f0 ^ g=f0 < i:e
 fdenition of input transitionsg
(Q < i:e):g:
In the same style we prove the reverse direction and
(Q < i:d< i:J):g ) (o:d<Q < i:d):g:
This shows that every xpoint of  fulls the dening equations of  . Therefore the
weakest xpoint of  is also a solution of  .
Now we are ready to give an example of a specication using our algebraic speci-
cation formalism.
Example (Unbounded buer). We describe the buer by a specication. A buer has
one input line and one output line. It receives data messages that are to be buered
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and request signals J that indicate that a buered data element is to be sent back.
A buer (an interactive queue) is specied by Q as described in the following formula:
Q: [8x2D; d2D: Q <d<x <J  d<Q <x]:
The specication essentially expresses that if a buer receives the data message d and
afterwards a nite number of data messages x and then the request signal J this is
equivalent to a buer that rst sends the data message d and then receives the sequence
of messages x. Of course, for the formula  [Q] specied by the equivalence
 [Q]  8x2D; d2D: Q <d<x <J  d<Q <x
we do not see immediately that the proposition  [Q] has a weakest solution. To show
this we have to observe that
 [Q]  (Q  [Q])
where
[Q]:f  8x2D; d2D: 9f0: Q:f0 ^ f <d< x <J=d<f0 <x:
The predicate transformer  is obviously implication monotonic, since Q occurs in a
positive form on the left-hand side of the denition. We prove
 [Q]  (Q  [Q])
as follows:
 [Q]
stands for the proposition
8x2D; d2D: Q <d<x <J  d<Q <x:
This is, by denition, equivalent to the logical formula
8x2D; d2D;f:
(9f00: Q:f00 ^ f=f00 <d<x <J)  (9f0; f: Q:f0 ^ f=d<f0 <x):
This equivalent to
8x2D; d2D;f:
((9f00: Q:f00 ^ f=f00 <d<x <J) ^ (9f0; f: Q:f0 ^ f=d<f0 <x))
_ (:(9f00: Q:f00 ^f=f00 <d<x <J)^:(9f0; f: Q:f0 ^f=d<f0 <x)):
Now, since g is surjective, we can deduce the formula
8x2D; d2D:
8f00 :Q:f00  9f0: Q:f0 ^f00= g(f)^f=d<f0 <x
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The denition of g gives us
8f00 :Q:f00  8x2D; d2D: 9f0: Q:f0 ^f00 <d<x <J=d<f0 <x
which is Q  [Q].
Note the dierence between the specication above and the following one which
works with an equivalence for the deterministic behaviours:
R:f  8x2D; d2D: f <d< x <J=d<f <x:
Of course, we have
R)Q
since
R:f)8x2D; d2D: f <d< x <J=d<f <x
and by the least xpoint property of Q we obtain Q:f. However, we do not have
Q)R
since there exist functions f with Q:f for which we do not have
f <d<J<J=d<f <J
which certainly holds for all functions in R. So R is less underspecied than Q is. A
specication R0 more liberal than R is obtained by the declaration
R0: [R0:f  8x2D; d2D: f <d< x <J2d<R0 <x]:
The weakest predicate that fulls this specication is equivalent to Q. However, the
description of R0 is again recursive, while the specication of R is not.
To demonstrate the exibility of our specication method we also describe a stack
using algebraic techniques.
Example (A reactive stack). A stack is specied by the specication S dened by the
following formula:
S: [8x2D; d2D: S < x <d<J=d<S < x]:
Note the dierence to the specication of a queue. The last in rst out principle is
expressed very explicitly by the specifying equation.
Both specications S and Q of the examples above are highly underspecied, 5 since
nothing is said about the behaviour in the cases where the input does not match the
5 A component with specication Q is called underspecied or, speaking in more operational terms,
nondeterministic if there exist more than one function that fulls the predicate Q.
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input patterns in the specifying equations. Thus, in both cases, the behaviour is not
xed when the input stream starts with a request. In such cases, due to the fact that
we select the weakest xpoint, the component may show any behaviour. We speak of
a chaotic behaviour, which is an extreme case of underspecication.
6. On nondeterminism and fairness
It is a bit more dicult to specify nondeterministic systems by our algebraic speci-
cation technique that, for some input, do not have a chaotic but a more specic but
nevertheless highly nondeterministic behaviour. Typical examples are components that
full fairness conditions. This issue is treated in this section.
Nondeterminism arises, for instance, if for a given input, a component may react
by sending one of two possible messages. In this case we can work with logical
disjunction. Let us demonstrate this by a small example.
Example (Unreliable lossy buer with acknowledgements). If we send a message to the
unreliable buer it answers with an acknowledgement that may be positive (indicated
by the acknowledgement signal @) or negative (indicated by the signal J). If it is
negative this indicates that the message was lost. This behaviour of a component Q is
described by the following two equivalences:
Q <d  (J<Q;_@<R(d))
R(d)<J  (J<R(d);_d<Q)
Here R(d) serves as an auxiliary specication of a component parametrised by the data
element d.
So far, we have worked with equations between specications dening sets of be-
haviours. Sets of behaviours are used to model nondeterminism as well as underspeci-
cation. Through an execution one behaviour is selected. Actually, there are two extreme
strategies to select such a behaviour. One extreme is to choose one behaviour in ad-
vance before the rst input arrives. The other extreme is to do the nondeterministic
choices step by step only when reaction by output enforces such choices. This second
strategy may be called delayed choice (run time choice) while the rst one is called
a prophecy or an oracle strategy (call time choice).
The prophecy strategy can also be used when writing specications. Then we write
formulas that refer to individual deterministic behaviours.
Example (Fairness specied with the help of prophecies). We may express the fairness
conditions for the unreliable buer using prophecies by negated formulas as follows:
Q:f):8i2N: f <di 2Ji <Q
R(d):f):8i2N: f <Ji 2Ji < R(d)
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These two equations express that the buer must not react always with a reject signal
to input but eventually accepts input. This certainly captures the fairness conditions we
might want to formulate. However, negative conditions may be dicult to deal with
especially in connection with -calculus. Therefore we rather replace them by positive
conditions using an existential quantier. Then our fairness properties read as follows:
Q:f)9 i2N: f <di+1 2Ji <@<R(d)
R(d):f)9 i2N: f <Ji+1 2Ji < d<Q
These two formulas are, in combination with the equations above for the specications
Q and R(d), logically equivalent to the formulation of the fairness properties above
with the negative conclusion.
The problem of fairness occurs only when describing highly underspecied and non-
deterministic components, of course. In the case of such nondeterministic behaviours,
it is convenient not only to use equations between predicates but also implications. We
demonstrate this technique by specifying a lossy one element buer.
Example (Specication of the unreliable buer by implication). One attempt to specify
an unreliable buer with the help of an implication between predicates might read as
follows:
~Q : [8d2D: 9 i; j2N: <di+1 <Jj+1(Ji <@<Jj < d< ~Q] (  )
Unfortunately this specication does not really express what we intend to. Consider
the specication
~Q <di+1 <Jj+1
for some behaviours of ~Q we actually get
Ji <@<Jj < d
as output according to this specication but for other behaviours this is not true. So
the specifying formula (  ) is too liberal. We have to use prophecies, again.
Written explicitly, the specication above characterises ~Q to be the weakest predicate
such that for all d2D there exist numbers i; j2N:
~Q:f^f0=Ji <@<Jj < d<f)9f00: ~Q:f00 ^f00 <di+1 <Jj+1 =f0
In other words, for every behaviour f in ~Q we can nd a behaviour f00 in ~Q such that
f00 <di+1 <Jj+1 =Ji <@<Jj < d<f
~Q may contain functions f, however, that show for f <d an arbitrary behaviour as
long as Q contains a function f00 with
f00 <di+1 <Jj+1 =Ji <@<Jj < d<f
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For every individual behaviour f with Q:f we assume that there exist numbers i; j2N
such that the following formula holds
f <di+1 <Jj+1 2Ji <@<Jj < d<Q
This is perhaps the most concise specication of Q if we in addition specify that every
input triggers exactly one output and keep in mind that f is prex monotonic. From
this specication we can infer the equations for predicates Q and R(d) that are used
in the specication above by the prex monotonicity of the functions involved.
Using logical operators we may compose a specication of a number of specications
expressing the required properties. Of course, all logical operators are understood to
be applied pointwise. Disjunction is used to express nondeterminism.
Example (Unreliable buer and driver). In the following F(d) is a parameterized
auxiliary specication. We combine equational behaviour specications and prophecies
as described above and get the following specication.
Q: [9F : 8d2D: Q <d  (@<F(d)_J<Q)
^ F(d)<J  (d<Q;_J<F(d))
^ J1 =2Q <d1
^ J1 =2F(d)<J1]
Again, we may want to show that the predicate 	[Q] on which the specication of the
function 	 is based has a least xpoint. We do that by providing again the dening
function  such that
	[Q]  [Q  [Q]]:
We specify the predicate transformer  as follows (here we assume that F(d) is given)
[Q]:f  9f0: 8d2D: ((F(d):f^f <d=@<f0)
_ (Q:f0 ^f <d=J<f0))
^ J1 =2Q <d1
Of course, the last line is in conict with monotonicity. Therefore we better replace it
by the formula
9 i2N: f <Ji+1 2Ji < d<Q:
Another choice is to replace the last line by the formula
J1 =2f <d1
which also avoids the conict with monotonicity by speaking about individual be-
haviours.
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Another example for the usage of algebraic techniques is the specication of a driver
component V . The driver has two input channels x and y and one (unnamed) output
channel. On x it receives data messages that it repeatedly sends on its output channel
as long as it gets on its input line y the negative acknowledgement J. If it gets a
positive acknowledgement @ it continues by sending the next message received on the
channel x:
V : [9W : 8m2M : V < x:m  m<W (m)
W (m)<y:J  m<W (m)
W (m)<y:@  V ]
For the driver, we do not need any fairness assumptions.
As we demonstrated, we can express fairness with the help of prophecies and
negative conditions that rule out certain unintended behaviours. Of course, negative
conditions are more dicult to handle. In particular, they may lead to conicts with
monotonicity and to inconsistencies. To avoid such inconsistencies, we may also include
fairness by encoding prophecies into the state. However, this is often more dicult to
express in all details and less abstract and therefore probably more clumsy.
Example (Fairness by prophecies as part of the state). To express fairness conditions
we add prophecy parameters to our specications. As an example we specify the unreli-
able one element buer. We specify the component P(k) that formalises the behaviour
of the empty buer. Here the number k is the prophecy that determines how often
the buer reacts by the reject signal J to data input. R(d; n) denotes the one-element
buer that is full. It contains the data element d. The number n determines how often
the buer responds to a read signal J by the reject signal until it produces the data
element d as output.
P(0)<d  9 n: R(d; n)
P(n+ 1)<d J<P(n)
R(d; 0)<J  d<9 n: P(n)
R(d; n+ 1)<J J<R(d; n)
Here n is the prophecy part of the state that xes the number of reject signals that are
sent. We can hide the prophecy n in the specication P(n) by existential quantication.
By
9 n: P(n)
we denote the specication of the empty unreliable one element buer.
We have to choose a specic mechanism when working with input=output or state
transitions to encode fairness by prophecies in any case. This is demonstrated by the
examples above. We have basically three options to deal with fairness. The rst two
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work with prophecies. We either include prophecies into the state and work with un-
bounded nondeterminism in state transitions or refer to deterministic behaviours and
include the prophecies. In both cases we use existential quantication. The third option
is to work with negation.
Example (Merge component). Using the algebraic specication technique the speci-
cation of the nondeterministic merge that has two input channels x and y and one
output channel and maps its input stream onto an output stream can be written as
follows
Q <x:m<y:n  n<Q <x:m_m<Q <y:n:
This equation does not introduce any fairness conditions. We can express fairness for
innite input streams for the channel x by the additional property
f2Q)8s2M1: 9i2N: f <x:m<y:s2 s[1:i]<m<Q <y:s[i+1:1[:
Here for a stream s2M1 we denote by s[i:j] the sequence of elements si; si+1; : : : ; sj.
This way nonfair behaviours are excluded.
The examples above show the power and the exibility of the algebraic specication
technique for reactive systems.
7. Composition
So far we have studied basic operations on specications that correspond to com-
munication (input and output transitions) and to the classical logical connectives that
allow us to combine such properties and systems. In this section, we dene two basic
operations for composing components into nondeterministic systems, namely parallel
composition and feedback (for a more detailed treatment of these forms of composi-
tion see [4]). These operations are sucient to form all kinds of data ow nets from
given components. Although we introduce these operations as combining forms for
components rather than as connectors for combining properties, they can nevertheless
be described by logical connectors on the predicates representing the specications.
Besides parallel composition and feedback, we furthermore introduce a hiding oper-
ator for the channels of a component. Formally, this operator is also an operation on
predicates.
Now we show how we compose components by parallel composition. Given two
components C1 and C2 with (recall that Out was dened in Section 2 and yields the
set of output channels of a component) disjoint sets of output channels as indicated
by the formula
Out(C1)\Out(C2)= ;
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Fig. 3. Feedback for the component C from the output channel y to the input channel x.
we denote their parallel composition by the formula:
C1jjC2
The requirement that the sets of output channels are disjoint simplies the algebraic
treatment of components. In a more sophisticated approach, we can drop this restriction.
Then we assume that in the parallel composition of components with overlapping sets of
output channels the output on those channels is merged. We dene the input and output
channels of the component obtained by the parallel composition of the components C1
and C2 by the following equations:
Out(C1jjC2)=Out(C1)[Out(C2)
In(C1jjC2)= In(C1)[ In(C2)
Besides parallel composition we work with feedback. The latter enables us to use the
output messages of a component on its output channel y as input for its input channel x.
For channels x2 In(C) and y2Out(C) we write
yx C
for the feedback of the output from the channel y to the input channel x (without
hiding the output channel y, but, of course, hiding the input channel x). A graphical
illustration of feedback is given in Fig. 3.
We dene therefore the obvious rules for the sets of input and output channels for
the feedback operator:
In(yx C)= InC)nfxg
Out(yx C)=Out(C)
Another operation on a component is the hiding of one of its channels. We may drop
an input or output channel x by hiding it. To do so we write for a component C:
Cnfxg:
We dene
In(Cnfxg)= In(C)nfxg
Out(Cnfxg)=Out(C)nfxg
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Sometimes it is useful to rename channels. We write xyC to rename the channel y
in the component described by the predicate C into x. We dene the channels of the
component after renaming as follows:
In(xyC)= (In(C)nfyg)[fxg (y2 In(C)
Out(xyC)= (Out(C)nfyg)[fxg (y2Out(C)
Out(xyC)=Out(C) (y =2 In(C)
In(xyC)= In(C) (y =2Out(C)
If x2 In(C) then
xyC
is a component which \contains the input channel x twice". In other words, the com-
ponent takes two copies of the stream on channel x as input. This is not a problem as
long as the sorts of the channels coincide. If x2Out(C) then
xyC
would be a component with two dierent output channels with the same name. This
may lead to an inconsistency and is therefore syntactically forbidden.
The algebraic laws of renaming are very simple and straightforward. They are well-
known from the laws of substitution: Let z; z0; y; x be pairwise distinct channel identiers
and x =2Out(C)[Out(C1)[Out(C2):
xyC  C ( y =2 In(C)[Out(C)
(xyC)< z:m  xy(C < z:m)
xy(z:m<C)  z:m< (xyC)
(xyC)<x:m  xy(C <y:m) ( x; 62 In(C)
(xyC)<x:m  xy(C <x:m<y:m) ( x2 In(C)^y2 In(C)
xy(y:m<C)  x:m<xyC ( x; 62Out(C)
xy(C1kC2)  (xyC1)k(xyC2)
xy
y
z C  xzxyC ( x; 62 In(C)
zyC  zxxyC ( x; 62 In(C)
xy
z
z0C  zz0xyC
These rules are rather straightforward. They are just the common obvious rules of
syntactic substitution. Therefore we neither explain nor motivate them.
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8. The algebraic calculus of specications
Since we have introduced a concrete mathematical model for components we can
give explicit denitions for the introduced composition operators. Let the following
component specications be given (for k =1; 2):
Ck : ((Ik !M!)! (Ok!M!))!B:
We dene (for Out(C1)\Out(C2)= ;) the parallel composition as follows:
(C1jjC2) :f  9f1; f2: C1:f1
^C2:f2
^82 I1 [ I2!M!: (f:)jO1 =f1(jI1 )
^ (f:)jO2 =f2(jI2 )
Here by jJ we denote the restriction of the valuation  : I !M! to the channels in J
where J; I . Given the predicate
C : ((I !M!)! (O!M!))!B
the feedback operator (for y2Out(C); x2 In(C)) is specied by the equivalence
(yx C):f  9f0: C:f0
^8: Infxg!M!: f:=x : f0( fx 7! :yg):
Here for a valuation
: Infxg 7! M!
we denote for the stream s2M! by
 fx 7! sg
the valuation 0: I !M! with
0 : z=  :z ( z 2 Infxg
and 0 : x= s.
Also renaming can be specied in a straightforward, but, due to the dierent cases
that have to be considered, lengthy way
(xyC):f 
9f0: C:f0 ^
8: I !M!:
(y2 I ^y 62O^f:=f0(jInfygg  fx 7! :yg))
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_ (y 62 I ^y2O^f:=f0()jOnfygg  fx 7! (f:):yg)
_ (y2 I ^y2O^f:=f0(jInfyg  fx 7! :yg)jOnfygg  fx 7! (f:):yg)
_ (y 62 I ^y; 62O^f:=f0())
Algebraic formalisms can nicely be described by equational axioms. This is also true
for the algebra of specications. We give the following rules (let x; y; and z be distinct
identiers for channels and the components C1; C2 and C3 have disjoint sets of output
channels) as axioms. Due to the fact that we have a concrete mathematical model of
specications the algebraic laws cannot only be stated as axioms. We may prove them
based on the mathematical model. These proofs are rather straightforward. Therefore
we do not carry them out explicitly. We start with two simple axioms for parallel
composition:
C1jjC2C2jjC1
(C1jjC2)jjC3C1jj(C2jjC3)
We use the following transition axioms:
C <x:mC ( x 62 In(C)
(C1jjC2)<x:m (C1 <x:m)jj(C2 <x:m)
(x:m<C1)jjC2  x:m< (C1jjC2) ( x 62Out(C2)
(yx C)< z:m yx (C < z:m) ( z 6= x
yx (z:m<C) z:m<yx C ( z 6=y
yx (y:m<C)y:m<yx (C <x:m)
These axioms treat all cases of input and output transitions. Now we give a few further
axioms:
yx (C1jjC2) (yx C1)jjC2 ( x 62 In(C2)^y; 62Out(C2)
C <x:m1 < z:m2C < z:m2 <x:m1
x:m1 < z:m2 <C  z:m2 <x:m1 <C
The last two equations are called the rules of asynchrony. They indicate that there
is no causal relationship for messages on dierent input or dierent output channels,
since the relative timing of messages on dierent input channels cannot be modelled.
These rules of asynchrony have to be dropped as laws if we consider timed streams
as we do in section 10 where the timing of the messages and thus the relative timing
of messages on dierent input streams is essential.
The equations given above dene a process algebra. We do not give further axioms
nor a more careful analysis of this algebra. Such an analysis and an extensive discussion
of the axiomatisation can be found in [11].
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The algebraic laws give an axiomatisation of our composition operations for compo-
nents in terms of input and output transitions. They allow us to carry out proofs about
specications. Furthermore, they can be used as a basis for an operational semantics
and therefore for an interpreter that executes such specications.
9. Relation to state transition diagrams
In this section we study the translation of state transition diagrams into algebraic
equations for component specication. A state transition diagram denes a set of tran-
sition rules. We study the representation of these transition rules by algebraic equations.
State transition systems are a well-known and well-accepted concept for describing
the behaviour of components in systems engineering (see for instance [18, 19]). Every
algebraic equation or logical implication for specications as introduced above can be
seen as the description of a transition of a state machine. Consider for instance the
two algebraic equations (let d; e2D)
H [d]< i:J o:d<H [d]
H [d]< i:eH [e]
for the specication
H : D! (((fig! (D[fJg)!)! (fog!D!))!B):
The predicate H [d] describes a component with an initial state determined by the data
element d2D. The equivalence
H [d]< i :e  H [e]
can be interpreted as a state transition rule
H [d] i:e−! H [e]
that expresses that in state H [d] the input of e on channel i leads to a component that
is in the state H [e]. Very generally, we may interpret every transition equation of the
form
Q1 < i:e  o:a<Q2
by a state transition rule (with input e on channel i and output a on channel o)
Q1
i:e=o:a−! Q2:
We call i:e an input pattern and o:a an output pattern. Using the technique of state
transition diagrams we may translate algebraic specications of reactive systems into
state transition diagrams and vice versa. The translation of state transition diagrams to
algebraic equations is straightforward according to the rules mentioned above.
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Fig. 4. Multitarget arc.
Fig. 5. State transition diagram with two transitions.
In diagrams we use states represented by little circles that correspond to specica-
tions. Therefore we label states by specications. We label arrows by input and output
events corresponding to channels and messages. In state transition diagrams, we may
have several transition rules in a state for the same input pattern (see Fig. 5 for a sim-
ple example). If several state transitions with dierent output patterns and successor
states are possible for one input pattern, the algebraic equation above is no longer a
correct logical interpretation of a state transition rule. Instead we need a more liberal
way to represent state transitions to capture their meaning.
Several arcs for a state that carry the same input pattern have to be either represented
by an equation that collects all the output patterns on the right-hand side or by a set
of implications. For instance, we may represent for instance the transition equivalence
Q <m  y1 <Q1 _y2 <Q2
by the multitarget arc as shown in Fig. 4. Vice versa we may translate diagrams with
multitarget arcs into equivalences by this correspondence.
It is more common than the representation of Fig. 4 to represent the transitions by
two independent arcs as shown in Fig. 5.
This state transition diagram corresponds rather to two transition rules that we may
translate into two specifying formulas that have to be represented by implications in-
stead of equivalences
Q <m(y1 <Q1
Q <m(y2 <Q2
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These propositions express that every behaviour (for i=1; 2)
yi <Qi
is also a behaviour in Q <m.
Informally speaking, we interpret a state transition rule
Q1
i:e=o:a−! Q2
as follows: in the state with the behaviour specied by the specifying predicate Q1
when receiving the input e on channel i the component may generate the output a
on the channel o and then behave as specied by Q2. Every behaviour in o:a<Q2
is a behaviour in Q1 < i:e. A way to express this logically is the following transition
implication:
Q1 < i:e( o:a<Q2:
Written explicitly this formula reads as follows
(9f0: Q1:f0 ^f=f0 < i:e)( (9f00: Q2:f00 ^f= o:a<f00):
According to the rules of logic for existential quantiers in premises of implications
this simplies to
(9f0: Q1:f0 ^f=f0 < i:e)(Q2:f00 ^f= o:a<f00
which is (by equational logic) equivalent to
(9f0 :Q1:f0 ^ o:a<f00=f0 < i:e)(Q2:f00:
These equations do not catch, however, the understanding that if for a state Q for the
input pattern i:e there are exactly two transitions possible, generating dierent output
messages and dierent successor states, then the component described by the diagram
can do either of these transitions but nothing else in state Q when input e on channel
i arrives.
This indicates that a state transition diagram, in general, includes an implicit closed
world assumption corresponding to the statement \and no further transitions". There-
fore, it is not sucient to translate a state transition diagram in a straightforward way
into a set of implications representing the transitions. We have to include the closed
world assumption. We will come back to this point, later. Before that, we give a
general treatment of single transition rules.
The state transition given in Fig. 6 corresponds to the specication
Q1 < i:e( o:a<Q2
or expressed with the help of prophecies:
8f2: Q2:f2)9f1: Q1:f1 ^f1 < i:e= o:a<f2:
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Fig. 6. State transition.
Fig. 7. Transition diagram.
If we know, in addition, that there is no other transition for Q1 labelled by the input
pattern i:e we can work with the equivalence
Q1 < i:e  o:a<Q2:
This equivalence also captures the closed world assumption that for the input m on the
channel x only one reaction is possible. So for deterministic state transition systems
with at most one transition for every state and every input pattern we can translate the
transitions directly into equivalences. This is demonstrated by the following example.
Example (One-element buer). Recall the algebraic specication of the one-element
buer as given in Section 5 by the equivalences
Q <dR(d)
R(d)<Jd<Q
This set of transitions corresponds to the state transition diagram given in Fig. 7.
If there are several transition rules Ti; 16i6k; for a node Q0 in a state transition
diagram, labelled with the input pattern x:m, we may translate the transitions into the
equivalence:
Q0 <x :m 
kW
i=1
yi:mi <Qi: (y)
This requires, however, that we include all transition rules for the input x:m and that
we can decide for each state which of the input expressions coincide with the input
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pattern x:m. However, we do not only have to cope with the situation that for the input
pattern there exist several transition rules for a state. Often, for certain input patterns
there are not any transition rules given. Then by the equivalence (y) above we obtain
Q0 <x:m  true:
As a consequence, if for an input pattern no transition rule is given, the behaviour is
unspecied for such an input. It is chaotic.
Note that it is not appropriate to interpret transitions by the formula
kV
i=1
(Q0 <x:m(yi :mi <Qi)
that is obtained by a conjunction of the implications that can be associated with each
transition rule since this (in connection with the weakest xpoint interpretation) would
be too liberal. The weakest predicate that we may choose for Q0 such that the formula
holds is f.true. This does not hold for the interpretation (y) above. This fact illustrates
that a state transition description should not be considered just as a set of implications,
but always corresponds to a set of implications and a closed world assumption. A more
detailed treatment of state transition is given in [9].
Example (Translation of state transition diagrams into algebraic specications). To
illustrate and motivate our technique of translating state transition diagrams into logical
formulas, let us consider the example of an unreliable unbounded buer, once more.
A naive translation of the state transition diagram given in Fig. 8 into a set of
implications yields the following four formulas:
E <d(J<E
E <d(@<F(d)
F(d)<J(J<F(d)
F(d)<J(d<E
Translated into pure logic by our standard translation, we get
E:f0)9f :E:f ^ f <d=J<f0
F(d):f0)9f :E:f ^ f <d=@<f0
F(d):f0)9f :F(d):f ^ f <J=J<f0
E:f0)9f :F(d):f^f <J=d<f0 (z)
Obviously, if we choose E:f  true and F(d):f  true, then the four equations above
are trivially fullled. So the weakest choice for the predicates F(d) and E is the logical
tautology.
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Fig. 8. State transition diagram for the unrealiable one-elementbuer.
However, this is not what we intend to express by the state transition diagram. Ob-
viously a translation into implications in combination with the choice of the weakest
solution leads to a trivial specication which is not acceptable. Closed world assump-
tions rather correspond to strongest xpoints. However, strongest xpoints in our case
are
E:f  false
and
F(d):f  false:
We did not intend this meaning by the state transition diagram either.
In the line of the analysis given above, we represent the meaning of the diagram of
Fig. 8 by the following equivalences instead of the implications:
E <dJ<E;_@<F(d)
F(d)<JJ<F(d);_d<E
Logically this is equivalent to the formulas
(9f0: E:f0 ^f=f0 <d) (9f0: (E:f0 ^f=J<f0);_ (F(d):f0 ^f=@<f0))
(9f0: F(d):f0 ^f=f0 <J) (9f0: (F(d):f0 ^f=J<f0)
_ (E:f0 ^f = d<f0))
which can be simplied to the formulas
E:f0)9f00: (E:f00 ^f0 <d=J<f00)_ (F(d):f00 ^f0 <d=@<f00)
F(d):f0)9f00: (F(d):f00 ^f0 <J=J<f00)_ (E:f00 ^f0 <J=d<f00)
together with the implications (z) given above. For these specifying formulas we can
choose predicates for F(d) and E again. The tautologies are no longer a correct choice
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since, for instance, whenever E:f0 is fullled we require that
((f0 <d)ft) : x2fJ;@g:
So we can choose the weakest predicate that full the equations. In fact, we claim that
we get exactly the meaning intended by the diagram.
Another possibility to rule out the choice of f.false for the predicates is to add
equations for input patterns that are not explicitly treated. In our case, this can be done
by the additional equivalences
E <J  true
F(d)<d0  true
Then the strongest solution is no longer f false. Note, these equations are logically
equivalent to the logical formulas
8f: 9f0: E:f0 ^ f=f0 <J
8f: 9f0: F(d):f0 ^ f=f0 <d0
It is not dicult to show that the implications (y) together with these two proposition
determine E and F(d) uniquely. This is a consequence of the requirement that the
considered functions are continuous and for nite input the set of possible outputs is
uniquely determined.
We do not give a mathematically more respectable and detailed argument here. We
can construct such an argument with the help of the idea of assumption=commitment
specications (see [7]) which allow us to provide explicit denitions for E and F(d).
Assume a set of transition rules
Qi
xi=yi−! Ri
for 16i6n. We represent the meaning of these transitions by the equivalences (we
exclude for simplicity input patterns xi that partially overlap)
Qi < xi 
nW
j=1
xi= xj ^ Qi=Qj ^ yj <Rj
If for an input pattern x there does not exist an input pattern xi with xi= x for 16i6n
then there is no equation and therefore nothing is xed about the behaviour in the case
of this input.
We conclude this section on state transition diagrams and their translation to logical
formulas by a brief discussion on the issue of how to dene the behaviour for input
without explicit transition rules. Given a set of transition rules
Qi
xi=yi−! Ri
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an obvious way to relate a behaviour with it are computations
T0
x0=y0−! T1 x1=y1−! T2 x2=y2−! T3!   
where each transition in the computation is an instance of a transition rule. This gives
a very simple idea of behaviour, however, it does not take into account the dierences
between input and output. A simple idea of taking into account the role of input in
contrast to the role of output is input enabledness (see [19]).
In our case, this would mean that in every state for every input there is a transition
rule that matches. This requirement is too demanding, however. Strictly speaking, it
would lead to lots of transition rules in a state transition diagram that have to be
introduced only to full the requirement.
A quite obvious option to avoid these many insignicant transition rules is of course,
to leave them out explicitly, but to add them implicitly in some schematic way. For
this, we have the following options:
 input for which no transition rule is provided explicitly is ignored; this is a concept
found also in SDL (see [24]); formally, this means that we implicitly add a cyclic
transition with empty output for every input for which an explicit transition rule is
missing; we call this idea the permissive closure,
 if input arrives for which no explicit transition rule is provided we allow any tran-
sition; we may achieve this by adding a failure state with transitions from every
state with input for which a transition rule is not provided; in the failure state for
any input any output is possible, in other words, the failure state is labelled by the
tautology; we call this idea the chaotic closure,
 if input arrives for which no explicit transition rule is provided we add a transition
into a failure state; in the failure state any input is accepted but no further output is
produced; we call this idea the quiescent closure,
 if input arrives for which no explicit transition rule is provided an error message
is issued (perhaps on some distinguished channel); this error message may contain
additional data for error analysis; the corresponding transition leads into a specic
state for which we may provide a schematic error recovery by possibilities to direct
the system into some state from which the execution restarts; we call this idea
exception closure.
In some sense the quiescent closure is a special case of the chaotic closure. More
formally expressed, the behaviour obtained by the quiescent closure is a property re-
nement of the behaviour of the chaotic closure. Also the permissive closure is a
renement of the chaotic closure. The same is true for exception closures.
Therefore, from the methodological point of view, the chaotic closure seems most
appropriate, since it is the most loose interpretation of state transition diagrams and
therefore provides the greatest freedom in the development. If the development is
nished, then the quiescent closure or the permissive closure (the permissive closure
is somewhat dangerous since it may lead to subtle errors dicult to nd by testing)
may be more appropriate interpretations. The exception closure may be not so easy to
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introduce in a strictly schematic way. We rather could see it as a renement step in
the system development.
We decided to work with the chaotic closure, since our focus is on system develop-
ment and the chaotic closure is best suited as a starting point for further renement.
10. Incorporation of time
In this section, we extend our approach to the specication of time properties of
components. We work with a simple global time for all channels. We model time with
the help a specic message
p
which we call a time tick. We assume that a time tick
message comes \at the same time" on all channels.
For a specication Q we write
Q <
p
to denote the behaviour described by the predicate Q provided in the rst time interval
(the end of which is indicated by the time tick
p
) there do not arrive any messages.
In analogy, we use the notation
p
<Q:
If we write
Q <c:m<
p
this denotes the behaviour of the component where in the rst interval only on channel
c the message m is received and no further messages on any of the channels.
Example (Timer): A timer is a component T (k) that receives the messages set(n) with
k; n2N to set the timer and the message J to reset the timer. T (0) is the unset timer.
If the time that was set has elapsed, the timer sends a time-out message:
T (0)<
p  p<T (0)
T (n)< set(k)  T (k)
T (1)<
p  p< time-out < T (0)
T (k + 1)<
p  p<T (k)( k>0
T (k)<J  T (0)
Since we assume that the time tick signal
p
arrives on all channels simultaneously
the rule of asynchrony does not hold for messages on timed streams separated by
p
.
In other words, in general, we have
Q <x:m1 <
p
<y:m2 6= Q <y:m2 <p<x:m1
even in cases where x and y denote dierent channels. The rule of asynchrony for
messages on dierent channels does not apply for messages separated by a time tick
since strictly speaking
p
is a message on both channels x and y.
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We show a second simple example for the specication of time dependent compo-
nents.
Example (Time out): A component with one input channel and one output channel
that transmits a message provided it arrives twice before a time-out occurs is specied
by the following equivalences (let m 6= p)
Q <m<m<
p  p<m<Q
Q <m<
p  Q <p
Q <
p  p<Q
So far nothing is said about what happens if other patterns of input occur. They are
covered by (let m1; m2; m3 6= p) the following equivalences:
Q <m1 <m2 <
p  p<J<Q ( m1 6=m2
Q <m1 <m2 <m3  Q <m1 <m3
The second equation indicates that a message is also forwarded if the last message that
is received before the time tick repeats it.
Of course we need additional assumptions about the time ow to get a proper
formalisation of time properties. One of these assumptions is that we deal only with
input streams with innite numbers of time ticks. We do not go deeper into the question
of formalising time. For a more careful treatment see [1, 6, 10].
11. Conclusion
Algebraic equations for components provide a powerful and useful technique for the
specication of systems. They can be used in addition to the specication techniques of
FOCUS that are based on predicate logic. They give an alternative to, complement, and
extend these specication techniques that are based on classical higher order predicate
logic. On the other hand, they are the mathematical basis for state transition diagram
descriptions.
Algebraic equations for specications of reactive systems can often be interpreted as
recursive denitions of systems. This gives some operational avour and enables us to
express state transition descriptions by algebraic equations and even to generate from
state transition descriptions algorithmic executions. In addition, algebraic techniques
form a bridge from functional system specications to state transition systems and
state transition diagrams.
The approach that we have introduced above can be extended to the treatment of
dynamic systems with channel creation and channel deletion and with component (\ob-
ject") creation and deletion along the lines of [8, 15, 16, 20].
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FOCUS provides a powerful theory and method of renement (see [12] which has
a very algebraic avour that can be easily combined and integrated with the alge-
braic specication techniques. Since we have dened our algebraic approach based on
FOCUS the renement concepts of FOCUS are available for algebraic specications,
too.
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Appendix A. Mathematical basis
Throughout this paper interactive systems are supposed to communicate
asynchronously through unbounded FIFO channels. Streams are used to denote his-
tories of such communications on channels. Given a set M of messages, a stream over
M is a nite or innite sequence of elements from M . By M we denote the nite
sequences over M: M includes the empty stream that is denoted by h i.
By M1 we denote the innite streams over the set M . M1 can be represented
by the total mappings from the natural numbers N into M . We denote the set of all
streams over the set M by M!. Formally we have
M!=M [M1:
We introduce a number of functions on streams that are useful in system descriptions.
A classical operation on streams is the concatenation that we denote by .^ Concate-
nation is a function that takes two streams (say s and t) and produces a stream s ^t
as result, starting with the stream s and continuing with the stream t. Formally the
concatenation has the following functionality:
:^: :M! M! ! M!:
If the stream s is innite, then concatenating the stream s with a stream t yields the
stream s again:
s2M1) s ^t= s:
Concatenation is associative and has the empty stream h i as its neutral element:
r ^(s ^t)= (r ^s) ^t; h i^s= s= s ^h i:
For any message m2M we denote by hmi the one element stream consisting of the
element m.
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On the set M! of streams we dene a prex ordering v t. We write s v t for
streams s and t if s is a prex of t. Formally we have
s v t i 9r 2M! : s ^r= t:
The prex ordering denes a partial ordering on the set M! of streams. If s v t,
then we also say that s is an approximation of t. The set of streams ordered by v
is complete in the sense that every directed set S M! of streams has a least upper
bound denoted by lub S. A nonempty subset S of a partially ordered set is called
directed, if
8x; y2 S: 9z 2 S: x v z ^ y v z:
By least upper bounds of directed sets of nite streams we may describe innite
streams. Innite streams are also of interest as (and can also be described by) x-
points of prex monotonic functions. The streams associated with feedback loops in
interactive systems correspond to such xpoints.
A stream processing function is a function
f: M!!N!
that is prex monotonic and continuous. Stream processing functions model data ow
components (see [17, 22, 23]. The function f is called prex monotonic, if for all
streams s and t we have
sv t)f:svf:t:
For better readability we often write for the function application f:x instead of f(x).
A prex monotonic function f is called prex continuous, if for all directed sets S
M! of streams we have
f:lub S = lubff:s: s2 Sg:
If a function is prex continuous, then its results for innite input can be already
determined from its results on all nite approximations of the input.
We denote the function space of (n; m)-ary prex continuous stream processing func-
tions by
[(M!)n! (M!)m]
The operations ft and rt are prex monotonic and continuous, whereas concatenation
as dened above is prex monotonic and continuous only in its second argument.
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